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Introduction
The Z-Factories (CEPC,ILC,Fcc_ee): 
An e+e- collider running at the Z resonance

(properly apply the resonance effects)
Resonance effects for all kinds of fermions (except 

t-quark) in SM!
The old ones
LEP-I（circular）: L0= 2.4  1031cm-2s-1

Scan 88GeV~94GeV
1.55▪107 hadronic events;  1.7 ▪106 leptonic events.
Detectors: Aleph, Delphi, L3, Opal. 

SLC（linear）: L0= 0.6  1031cm-2s-1

@Z-peak  0.6 ▪106 events 
(Especially electron polarization beam: 70%)
Detector: SLD
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Introduction

Based on modern techniques:
 Luminosity L of an e+e- collider can be

L =104~5L0=1035~36cm-2s-1 even higher
 Runs at the energy as mZ for a long period
 It can be called as a Super Z-factory (SZF)

The characteristic & significant physics: 
Precision tests of SM; Rare processes; τ-lepton
physics; QCD (Fragmentation & hadronization); 
Hadron physics (Heavy flavor physics, Doubly heavy

physics); Dark matter physics etc
No where can be competed in these ‘physics’ !
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• Precision & rare physics for Z-boson:                                                        
Exp. measurements ( LEP-I, SLC)  vs Theor.  prediction (SM)

The precision tests of SM

(Taken from PDG)

SM works well so far, but 
the pulls are ‘dominant’ 
by experimental errors.

(look for evidences  
beyond SM)

5

The effective coupling Z-
ff’  (in tree and loops & 
especially when f, f’ are 
leptons) constraints for 
new physics!
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• Precision & rare physics for Z-boson:                                                        
Exp. measurements ( LEP-I, SLC)  vs Theor.  prediction (SM)

The precision tests of SM

6

(Taken from arXiv:1012.2367)

SM works well so far, but the 
pulls are ‘dominant’ by 
experimental errors.
It is very difficult  to suppress the 
expt. errors, but with better 
designed detectors and much higher 
statistics of events it is possible to 
confirm some hences @ super Z-
factory.

Polarization beam is helpful !

Theoretical loop calculations have 
been made progresses steadily 
recently



The Higgs mechanism：the boson masses:
2mW= g2 V ,      2mZ=(g1

2+g2
2)0.5 V

V =247GeV
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Situation after Higgs was discovered (mH=125GeV)

To measure (constrain) the deviation from SM though 
loop process for the parameters !
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The precision tests of SM
arXiv:1310.6708

The rare (tiny) physics relevant to Z boson directly 

Z
f

f ’

=

Lepton number violation &
FCNC processes; CPV; df

Z

etc.
Longitudinal  component  
of Z-boson couple to a 
pair of fermions � mf
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Unique good place for τ-lepton physics ( @ Z-factory):
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The physics

σ(cross-section) @ Z-
peak ~ 0.5 σ @ the 
highest one (threshold)  
~ 2.3 σ @ B-factory

An important factor is the Lorentz boost effects !

Based on SM: mZ, 
Sin2θW, α,ΓZ, etc

τ is the heaviest  
lepton in SM!

τ-lepton is special (the heaviest lepton)

3×1010 τ pairs/year 
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CPV of  VZττ :

If we define:

The limit means:

LEP-I example:

(weak dipole)

Statistics errors quite large, so there are rooms to improve the measurement(s) !
New result:  It is greatly helpful that the direction of produced � is  measured.

The physics
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The precision tests of SM
τ-lepton:

If 1012 Z-bosons/year or higher,  then 1010 τ -lepton  
pairs (more)/year with quite great Lorentz boost
effects may be produced @ Super Z-factory.

The rare decays:  
etc

and/or CPV in decays may reach to up-to 10-10 level 
(even higher) !

, , , , ,e ee eeeτ γ τ µγ τ µµµ τ µ τ→ → → → →

Asymmetries (sin2ΘW):
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SUSY Models, Multi-Higgs Model, Little Higgs Model, 
RPV SUSY, Extra Z-boson Model etc

The precision tests of SM

The effective  couplings              

When f=f’, the fermion, is b-quark or c-quark or a light 
quarks

Rb & Rc

For  leptons:

Difficulties are in 
identifying the flavor
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• Z-factory vs super B-factory & τ-charm factory
c, b-hadron physics (especially open bottom) 

QCD & hadron physics 

The production 
of hadrons @ 
e+e- -collider
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QCD & hadron physics 

To measure αS(m2
Z):

via τ-lepton decay

QCD: 

Via Jet shape
directly measure

etc
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Flavors & hadron physics

QCD & hadron physics 

Light flavors & hadrons (contains light quarks only)

Heavy flavors & hadrons (contain heavy quarks)

mu, md, ms < ΛQCD
Light flavers: u, d, s

mb > mc > ΛQCD, (without t-quark)
Heavy flavers: c, b, (t)

We need to understand both kinds of the hadrons !  
Advantages to understand the heavy and doubly 
heavy hadrons:

2017/07/24

• pQCD applicable due the  ‘heaviness’ ;
• Effective theories: Heavy flavor effective theory, NRQCD 

etc;
• Mass hierarchy of b, c quarks (small, mixing);
• Lifetime for heavy component ‘matches’ the detectors;
• etc
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Heavy flavor physics @SZF 

 c, b-flavored hadron weak decay mechanisms 
 CP-violation for c, b-flavored hadrons
D-meson:             mixing: 

Due the Lorentz boost and the lifetime of D
meson, at Z-factory the CP violation in the
mixing can be observed, whereas it is 
impossible at B-factory.

0 0D D−

c, b-flavor physics (especially ‘Lorentz boost’)
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The frag. Func. for light hadrons：

2017/07/24

The hadrons relevant to light quarks:
The non-perturbative effects taken into account by 

models:

The hadronization models: 

LUND

Webber Cluster

Quark Combination (ShangDong) Model

etc

SZF also is the best facility to test these models (no 
interference from initial state).
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QCD & hadron physics 

QCD: Fragmentation functions (FFs): 

Significance: experimentally to use them for flavor tag in hadron
collisions etc.; theoretically to understand QCD & models etc.

Based on factorization theorem of QCD, the FF can be obtained by:

For example:  
FF of a (heavy) hadron
from a quark c or b or 
a light quark or a gluon
etc .

If the hadron (h) is a light one or a heavy one,  the cross-section
is obtained by measurements. 
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QCD & hadron physics 

If the hadron (h) is a doubly heavy one, the cross-section 
is calculable via NRQCD!

Take h=Bc meson as an example: (C.-H. Chang et al, PRD 46, 3845; PRD 93, 034019)

The situation for FF of doubly heavy baryons is similar!
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The Polarized fragmentation functions：

QCD & hadron physics 

For example：b to

Polarized Frag. Func. 

2017/07/24

The polarization by measuring

Exotic hadrons (all are doubly heavy):
X,Y,Z particles；
Recently（Aug. 2015）:        

Pc
+                                                    ‘Doubly heavy’   
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QCD & hadron physics (spectroscopy)

Take example Bc meson & its excited states to illustrate :
The spectroscopy:
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QCD & hadron physics 

2017/07/24

 Bc meson (ground state) has been observed for 
years.

 Recent the doubly heavy baryon Ξ++
cc was observed:

arXiv1707.01621  

Quite difficult for experimental observation although 
comparatively easy to deal with them theoretically!
If we have a super Z-factory, all QCD & hadron physics
will enter into a new era especial for doubly heavy ones.
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Heavy flavor physics

Heavy flavored hadrons: mesons and baryons
CKM elements，mixing, CPV，rare processes

Many baryon states (even ground states) need to 
be confirmed!

c, b-hadron physics
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Heavy flavor physics

Bc meson, ……, Ξcc， Ωcc， Ξbc, , Ωbc ， Ξbb, and
their excited states:

Double heavy hadrons :

• Their production can be estimated by pQCD reliable 
within certain uncertanties;

• The ground states decay ‘weakly’ that they have a 
comparatively long lifetime (1.0~0.1ps) and one can 
trace the vertices in vertex detector from production to 
decay (with the Lorentz boost).

Diquark HQQ’ :
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QCD & hadron physics 
Production of Bc and its exited states (estimated reliably):

The cross sections are in pb order.
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Heavy flavor physics

Z couples to fermions in 
vector and psudo-vector that 
makes the asymmetry in forward 
and backward，thus the 
asymmetry in production may be 
used to measure SinΘW ！

The polarized e+e-
beams make the 
asymmetry stronger.

Differential cross sections for various states.

Bc production @ SZF 
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Heavy flavor physics

The production of baryons Ξcc,Ξbc,Ξbb(in pb):

（The cross section forΞbb is timed by 10！）

One more example:
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Heavy flavor physics
To measure the heavy quarkonia &  exatics @ SZF:  

Two body final state!
(monoenergy photon)
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Heavy flavor physics
Heavy flavored exotic hadrons:
Tetraquarks (Z+(3900),….)：

Pentaquarks (Pc+(4450), Pc+(4380),….)：

Hybrads：

Advantages in studying the heavy exotic hadrons:
The ‘mixing’ and ‘interferences’ are simple;
The heavy components decay in the detector;
etc
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Conclusion
 Many interesting and important  physics
 Highly precise tests of SM, looking for direct and 

indirect evidence for new physics
 QCD, FFs for heavy and double heavy hadrons
 Heavy flavor physics
 Heavy and double heavy hadron physics
 Exotic hadrons Xc, Yc, Zc, Xb, Yb, Zb & baryons

 The luminosity of SZF L ≥1035cm-2s-1 is crucial for 
hadron physics
 For the QCD problems and hadron physics, the 

luminosity L ≥1035cm-2s-1 is crucial, as the production 
in the order of pb (even smaller). 

 For highly precise test of SM and finding ‘new 
physics’  the higher luminosity is the better too.
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Thanks !
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QCD & hadron physics 
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